ABSTRACT Cardiovascular variability (CVV) has been evaluated in patients with Parkinson's disease (PD) in other countries and exhibit ethnic differences. Objective: We investigated heart rate variability (HRV) and blood pressure variability (BPV) in Mexican patients with PD. Method: We further compared HRV and BPV between this group and young healthy controls (YHC) in order to estimate, for the first time in our country, the magnitude of the difference. Twenty patients were examined. Time-and frequency-domain CVV parameters were studied during supine rest (SR), active standing (AS) and controlled breathing. These measurements were compared to those of 20 YHC. Results: In the three conditions tested, our study showed a decrease in almost all HRV parameters in PD patients; on the contrary, decreased BPV parameters were found less frequently and only during SR and AS. Conclusion: Our results indicate that HRV is impaired in PD. Some BPV parameters are also diminished.
The clinical features of Parkinson's disease (PD) are not restricted to the classical triad of resting tremor, rigidity, and bradykinesia, but also include autonomic disturbances 1 , which were first noted by James Parkinson in his original description. Concretely, the prevalence of clinically relevant dysautonomia in PD exceeds 50% 2 . The period between the onset of neurodegeneration and appearance of the cardinal motor signs is referred to as premotor or prodromal phase of PD and its duration has been estimated to be from years to decades 3 . During this phase patients later diagnosed with PD have more autonomic symptoms than control subjects 3, 4 . Likewise, existing reports indicate that autonomic dysfunction occurs before any medical intervention and often precedes motor disturbances 5 . All three branches of the autonomic nerve system (ANS) are affected in PD 6 . Sympathetic cardioneuropathy was first described about 15 years ago using 6-[18F]fluorodopamine positron-emission tomography and later confirmed by neuropathological and neuroimaging findings 7 . Furthermore, Shibata et al. demonstrated that in the early stages of PD, cardiovagal dysfunction occurs concurrently with cardiosympathetic denervation 6 , but possibly the latter is incom-plete and the remaining fibers are sufficient for the maintenance of sympathetic control 8 . Neuropathological studies have demonstrated the presence of Lewy bodies (LB) in both tyrosine hydroxylase-positive and -negative nerve processes of the cardiac plexus, and also in Auerbach's and Meissner's plexuses 5, 6 . The occurrence of prodromal symptoms appears to correspond to the neuropathological staging of PD-associated LB pathology as proposed by Braak et al. and later modified by Przuntek et al. 3 . The cardiovascular autonomic assessment is therefore of chief importance in PD. As previous studies have shown ethnic differences in cardiovascular variability (CVV) 9 ; the purpose of the current study was to investigate it, for the first time, in Mexican patients with PD.
METHOD
Heart rate variability (HRV) analysis is a widely accepted, non-invasive, method for indirect assessment of the ANS activity 10 . This method, which provides information on sympathetic and parasympathetic modulation of the sinus node, has been utilized in many studies involving PD. Despite an obvious lack of parasympathetic innervation to the systemic vasculature (which presumably allows an exclusive evaluation of the sympathetic system), blood pressure variability (BPV) analysis has received far less attention than HRV 5 . Short-term CVV can be calculated by means of both timeand frequency-domain techniques 11, 12 . Certain HRV parameters have been shown to act as independent predictors of mortality in postinfarcted 11 , chronically hemodialyzed 13 , heart failure 14 , diabetic 15 and hemodynamically stable trauma patients 16 . A decrease in BPV has been reported in patients with mildly impaired renal function 17 , renovascular hypertension 18 and congestive heart failure 19 . However, the effect of this reduction on patient mortality is unknown.
Study population
We studied autonomic function in 20 patients with mildto-moderate PD (13 males, mean age 60.9±6.27 years, mean duration of disease 3.65±2.39 years, Hoehn and Yahr stage #3). All participants with PD fulfilled the UK Brain Bank Clinical Criteria. None of these patients had evidence of diabetes mellitus or hypertension. PD group was not divided into subgroups according to their treatment, since previous studies have found little or no difference as to whether the patient was or was not taking medication 5, 20 . As control group, we included 20 young subjects (9 males, mean age 37.6±8.84 years) who were in good health status as determined by physical exam. This study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the National Institute of Medical Sciences and Nutrition and an informed written consent was obtained from all patients and controls.
Protocol
Evaluations were performed between 9:00 and 11:00. Participants in both groups were instructed to avoid alcohol, caffeinated beverages and over-the-counter medications after 22:00 on the night before the measurements. A photoplethysmographic finger cuff was wrapped on the midphalanx of the left index finger and placed in the midaxillary line at heart level for continuous non-invasive beat-to-beat recording of blood pressure (BP) and interbeat intervals (IBI) using the volume-clamp technique of Peňáz (Finometer 1 PRO, Finapres Medical Systems, Amsterdam).
Relatively short recordings (# 6 minutes) were obtained in each of the following conditions: supine rest (SR), active standing (AS) and 0.1 Hz controlled breathing (CB). The latter frequency was chosen because it profoundly increases HRV power to an individual maximum in normal subjects 21 . Total recording time per subject was approximately 40 minutes. All participants completed the three conditions. Hemodynamic parameters were extracted with BeatScope 1 (Finapres Medical Systems).
Data analysis and statistics
All data were entered : mean and standard deviation of heart rate (MHR, SDHR, bpm), standard deviation of all IBI (standard deviation of all normal-to-normal intervals, SDNN, ms), square root of the mean of the sum of the squares of differences between adjacent IBI (square root of the mean of the sum of the squares of differences between adjacent NNI, RMSSD, ms), number of pairs of adjacent IBI differing by more than 50 ms in the entire recording (NN50), percentage of adjacent IBI differing by more than 50 ms in the entire recording (pNN50), total power (TP, ms 2 ), power in low frequency range (LF, 0.04-0. 15 
RESULTS

HRV
All the parameters studied for both groups were significantly different during SR, except for maximal heart rate (HR max ). The following time-domain parameters were higher in PD as compared to young healthy controls (YHC): MHR and minimal heart rate (HR min ). On the contrary, the remaining time-domain parameters were comparatively lower (SDHR, SDNN, RMSSD, NN50 and pNN50). With respect to the frequency domain, TP (ms 2 ), LF (ms 2 ), HF (ms 2 ) and HF nu were also comparatively lower in PD; whereas the opposite occurred with LF nu and LF/HF. These results are shown in Table 1 . MHR, HR max , HR min , LF nu , HF nu and LF/HF were not significantly different between the two groups during AS; while all other parameters were lower in PD as compared to YHC. These results are shown in Table 2 . HR max , LF nu , HF nu and LF/HF were not significantly different between the two groups during CB; whilst SDHR, SDNN, RMSSD, NN50, pNN50, TP (ms The remaining time-domain parameters were contrarily higher (MHR and HR min ). These results are shown in Table 3 .
BPV
Mean systolic blood pressure (MSBP), maximal systolic blood pressure (SBP max ) and minimal systolic blood pressure (SBP min ) were lower in PD as compared to YHC during SR. With respect to the frequency domain, TP (mmHg 2 ) were also comparatively lower in PD. All other parameters were not significantly different between groups. These results are shown in Table 4 . Although most parameters were not significantly different between the two groups during AS, LF (mmHg 2 ) y HF (mmHg 2 ) were lower in PD as compared to YHC. These results are shown in Table 5 . None of the parameters were significantly different between the groups during CB. These results are shown in Table 6 .
DISCUSSION
HRV
Consistent with other studies 1, 10 , our results showed a decrease in overall HRV (i. e., SDNN, TP) in PD as compared to YHC during the three conditions. More specifically, cardiovagal indicators (i. e., RMSSD, NN50, pNN50 and HF) 1, 10, 11 were significantly reduced in PD. At rest LF variations are greatly mediated by vagal fluctuations 10 . Hence, we should be cautious when interpreting LF/HF elevation in PD during SR as sympathetic dominance. Conversely, if we consider the traditional paradigms of spectral analysis of HRV during AS 5, 11 , LF reduction reflects cardiosympathetic impairment in PD. LF nu and HF nu were not significantly different between groups during both AS and CB, this lack of difference indicates a proportional reduction of both LF (ms 2 ) y HF (ms 2 ). In both groups, LF (ms 2 ) values were considerably increased in magnitude but different from each other during CB, a condition known to augment cardiovagal control 21 . Nevertheless this finding does not reflect sympathetic dominance but rather an effect of low respiratory frequency (,0.2 Hz), which causes an overlap of the LF and HF components of CVV signals 22, 26 .
BPV
Our results showed a decrease in overall BPV (i. e., TP) in PD as compared to YHC during SR. Despite this significant difference in TP (mmHg 2 ), LF (mmHg 2 ) and HF (mmHg 2 ) were similar in both groups. One likely explanation for this apparently contradictory result is that power in very low frequency range (#0.04 Hz, mmHg 2 ), whose nature remains unclear 24 , is also part of TP. During AS, the opposite occurred: TP (mmHg 2 ) was similar in both groups and, notwithstanding this result, LF (mmHg 2 ) and HF (mmHg 2 ) were significantly different between the two groups. The above explanation is also quite plausible here. LF (mmHg 2 ) was comparatively lower in PD during AS, this reduction in the so-called Mayer waves reflects an impairment in the vasosympathetic outflow 5, 25 . Meanwhile, during SR, a similar though statistically not significant trend was noticed as shown in Figure. Vasosympathetic dysfunction in PD has been already reported 25, 26 . The coincidence of LF (mmHg 2 ) comparatively decreased in PD and MSBP similar between groups after orthostatic challenge (i. e., AS) is consistent with a previously proposed hypothesis that initial alterations of vasosympathetic control may primarily affect BPV and only subsequently induce changes in MSBP values leading to orthostatic hypotension 25 . As noted above, HF (mmHg 2 ) this may partially explain the lack of a significant difference between the groups during CB. In both groups, LF (mmHg 2 ) values were considerably increased in magnitude during CB. This finding, as in the case of HRV, does not reflect sympathetic dominance but rather an effect of low respiratory frequency 23 . To our knowledge, these findings are the first to document a blunted CVV in Mexican patients with PD 29 . Such assessment is particularly relevant because CVV exhibit ethnic differences 9 . The mortality of PD patients is almost doubled compared with age-and sex-matched healthy controls, and it is worth noting that increased cardiovascular mortality has been also reported in parkinsonian patients (as for diabetic or postinfarcted patients). Therefore, the clinical implications of our results are consistent with a previously proposed hypothesis that cardiovascular autonomic dysfunction (which can be quantified by HRV analysis) can be at least partially responsible for the increased mortality in PD patients 20 . Lastly, the absence of a second control group of age-matched healthy subjects was the main limitation of this study, primarily since HRV decreases with age. Yet it has been reported that aging process has no influence on systolic BPV 
